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since April 25th 1983
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Arroyito Heavy Water 
Production Plant

Production capacity=200 tons per year
(split into two production lines of 100 tons each)

Process: Monothermal Ammonia-Hydrogen Isotopic Exchange
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Hydraulic
35,67 %

Nuclear (7 Tw h)
8,59 %

Thermal
55,74 %

Nuclear electricity share
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In 1982, the Argentine Nuclear 

Programme was de facto blocked and 

entered into ‘chronic stagnation’
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Argentina’s nuclear intelligentsia 
confronted a serious dilemma

…or…. 
EXPORT!
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Huarangal, Perú, near Lima. 
Instituto Nuclear del Perú (INPE) 

Nuclear Reactor RP10 
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80’s Reactor NUR (Algeria) 
1 MWth, cooled by light water and moderated by graphite;1x1013 n/(cm2 seg)

plate-type fuel elements (MTR type, approx. 20% enriched uranium) with aluminum cladding
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90’s Reactor ETRR-2 (Egypt)
22 MWth; 2.7 x 1014 n/(cm2 seg); Fuel: U3O8 <20% Enriched  (MTR type)
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Now: Australia’s OPAL Reactor
20MWth
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The CAREM reactor Project
Advanced 27 MW electric-power-generation nuclear station

Inherent safety characteristics based on passive safety systems.
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After two decades of nuclear stagnation, 

last year the Argentine Government decided  

to trigger a nuclear renaissance.
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2. The Panel
Spent Fuel Management from the User's Perspective
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Questions to the panel
1. What is the total yearly inventory of commercial spent fuel and which fraction is destined 

for reprocessing and for disposal”?
2. What is your country doing to solve its current SNF/HLW problem?
3. What would lead you either to believe or to question the willingness of Global 

Partnership fuel or reactor supply countries to take back spent nuclear fuel (SNF))?
4. Given the legacy of spent nuclear fuel already dispersed in de facto user states 

throughout the world, what waste management assurances would user states need 
before “signing up” to a Global Partnership?  (e.g., internationally licensed repositories 
in place (not just discussed), international escrow accounts, bilateral treaty-level 
agreements, more???)

5. There are several countries producing NSF and HLW in small amounts that do not 
justify, economically and environmentally, a national geological disposal.  What type of 
engagement by the suppliers to these countries would be required to deal with this 
problem? Could an international (regional) storage system be a temporary solution?  
What would be the long term solution?

6. If some sort of waste partitioning were to occur through reprocessing, which of these 
waste streams would be easiest and hardest to deal with? Why?

7. What types of agreements, treaties, international or national guarantees, take-back 
demonstrations, financial incentives, regional commitments, etc. would be needed to 
convince users countries that they will not be stuck with SNF as in the past?

8. What steps should supplier countries take now to convince user countries that they 
won’t be stuck with the job of disposing of SNF and HLW?
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LOCATION SPENT FUEL 
QUANTITY NAT U (t) SEU (t) LEU (kg)

CNA I 8,967 1,231 142 - - - -

CNE 98,117 1,850 - - - - - - - -

AGE 300 - - - - - - - - 100

Inventory of Spent Fuel 
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Embalse’s spent fuel dry storage
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Ezeiza’s spent fuel centralized storage facility
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Argentine Inventory of Radioactive WasteArgentine Inventory of Radioactive Waste

http://www.cnea.gov.ar/xxi/residuos/sp/Segundo%20Informe%20Nacional%20rev1%20Digital.pdf, and 
http://www.cab.cnea.gov.ar/residuos/CC2003/013-SecL.pdf
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LOCATION VOLUME 
(m3)

WEIGHT 
(t)

ACTIVITY 
(TBq)

CNA I 2.19 E02 - - - - - 4.86 E01

CNE 5.62 E02 - - - - - - - - - -

AGE 3.23 E03 - - - - - 1.33 E03

MINING AND MILLING 
WASTE (several sites) - - - - - 3.2 E07 - - - - -

Inventory of radioactive waste
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Ezeiza’s near surface disposal facility
for low-level solid radioactive waste
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Ezeiza’s interim storage of radioactive sources
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Summary Argentine Policy

Spent fuel is not automatically defined as ‘waste’
(It is a by-product that, in principle can be an asset)

Waste disposal: Store, wait and see

Decision: Target 2030

Meanwhile Argentina studies all options 
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3. The Global Partnership 
(promoted by some ‘policyholders’)
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The ‘Global Partnership’

Issues:

Nuclear fuel supply nations versus user nations

Objective
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‘Supply’ Nations 
versus 

‘User’ Nations

Who decide ‘who is who’ and on what basis?

e.g., how Argentina is classified and by whom ?
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A no-patronizing global joint venture of 

equals (partnership) is really needed...but the 

objectives shall be clear and alike for all.
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This is the only 
solution for the 

nuclear concerns!

This is the only 
solution for the 

nuclear concerns!

nukesnukes

ChernobylChernobyl

wasteswastes



Who should lead such a partnership?Who should lead such a partnership?
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The IAEA has statutory functions to do it…
…and it is recognized as the international 

nuclear watchdog!

The IAEA has statutory functions to do it…
…and it is recognized as the international 

nuclear watchdog!
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“For their efforts

[i] to prevent nuclear energy from being used for military purposes and

[ii] to ensure that nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is 

used in the safest possible way“

“For their efforts

[i] to prevent nuclear energy from being used for military purposes and

[ii] to ensure that nuclear energy for peaceful purposes is 

used in the safest possible way“

TheThe NobelNobel PeacePeace PrizePrize
20052005
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Can the IAEA do it?

No, with its current programme and structure

Yes…IF…
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public

industry

public

IAEA



I kindly invite you 
to re-discuss the 
international 
partnership on 
safety  in             
IRPA 12 –
in 
Buenos Aires 
2008

www.irpa12.com.ar
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agonzale@sede.arn.gov.aragonzale@sede.arn.gov.ar

+541163231758

Av. del Libertador 8250
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Thank you!Thank you!
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Mechanisms for partnershipMechanisms for partnership

Convention

Standards

Inspections

Convention

Standards

Inspections
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